FOAM FEATURE

THE FOAM TRANSITION: AN UPDATE
By Jochem Van De Graaff
In the past months, an acceleration of
ma^ mkZglbmbhg mh Ünhkbg^&_k^^ _hZf bl
noticeable. More and more parties
become aware of the fact that action is
needed. We notice two more things: an
increased demand for transition-related
testing, and the further development
h_ ^o^g [^mm^k i^k_hkfbg` Ünhkbg^&_k^^
foam concentrates. The most recent
concentrates are rapidly becoming
l^kbhnl mak^Z]l mh ma^bk ÜnhkbgZm^]
nephews.
Earlier we wrote an extensive white
paper with a detailed step-by-step
suggestion for making a safe transition.
Pbma mabl Zkmb\e^ A+D laZk^l ma^ Ûklm
experiences with carrying out transition
processes for various private and public
clients.

INITIAL FINDINGS
A good starting point for making the
mkZglbmbhgblmhÛg]hnmpaZmma^\nkk^gm
situation regarding foam is within an
organization. It is important to have
the incident scenarios, incident control
scenarios and design requirements
clearly in mind before starting the
transition. This seems simple, but as
bm mnkgl hnm mabl jn^lmbhg bl ]b_Û\nem mh
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Zglp^k _hk hk`ZgbsZmbhgl pbma Ûq^]
installations and/or mobile equipment.
There are several reasons for this.
Firstly, in most organizations there
have been subtle changes in business
processes, installations, procedures,
or techniques over the years without
incorporating these adaptions into
Z Ûk^ lZ_^mr lrlm^f' :l Z k^lnem% ma^
hkb`bgZe]^lb`g_^Zmnk^lh_ma^Ûq^]hk
mobile suppression systems no longer
match the actual situation in practice.
Whether this is the result of inaccuracies
in following a Management of Change
procedure (MoC), blind spots, or other
reasons, most important outcome is that
bml jn^lmbhgZ[e^ b_ ma^ \nkk^gm lrlm^f
is not or very limited suitable for the
potential incident scenario.
Secondly, it is sometimes unclear
if and how Inspection, Testing and
Maintenance program (ITM) was
carried out. We have come across
installations that can hardly be (live)
tested at all. No provisions for this testing
have been made in the design of the
system. And as a result, it is impossible
to demonstrate whether the current

extinguishing system is working. Let
alone that such a system can be used to
demonstrate practical functioning for an
as-should situation after the completion
of a foam transition.
In such cases, partial or complete redesign of a system needs to be done
to convince authorities of the transition
effectiveness. Costly of course, but
inevitable to prove proper working.
Mabk]er% bg fZgr ieZ\^l p^ Ûg] Z
chronic lack of attention to the quality
h_ _hZf \hg\^gmkZm^l' LmkZmbÛ\Zmbhg h_
concentrates, pipe parts that contain
foam concentrate but cannot be
sampled, and in many situations, it
is unclear exactly what type of foam
concentrate is available. It is also not
always clear whether it contains a C8
hk </ ÜnhkbgZm^] \hg\^gmkZm^% hk Z
blend thereof. And with regards to the
distinction in the regulations regarding
C8 and C6, the expiry period is of
\hnkl^k^e^oZgm
In short: in numerous cases, we found
very worrying matters that indicate
too little focus on the ITM policy. It is
easy to assume that a system or vehicle
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once commissioned is working and will
continue to work. The transition must
therefore not only be about future
technical and procedural issues but also
about adapting behaviour on to existing
incident response and equipment.
After all, in addition to replacing the
concentrate, the goal is also to ensure
Z`hh]Ûk^lZ_^mrfZgZ`^f^gmlrlm^f'
For this, more emphasis on ITM, as we
see in the current situation, is necessary.
In addition, it has also been observed
that in an earlier transition from C8 to
</ _hZf% ghm ZepZrl ln_Û\b^gm m^lmbg`
has been carried out. In a practical
test, we made a comparison between a
</_hZf\hg\^gmkZm^Zg]g^pÜnhkbg^&
free foam. In the test, the C6 foam was
found not to be able to extinguish this
li^\bÛ\ikh]n\m'Mh^o^krhg^llnkikbl^%
ma^Ünhkbg^&_k^^oZkbZgmaZ]ghikh[e^f
with extinguishing. In the latter case,
too, you can conclude that the MOC
procedure in the transition from C8 to
C6 foam has not been carried out at a
ln_Û\b^gm e^o^e' I^kaZil ^o^g ![nm ]ZmZ
about this is no more available) the C8
foam has also not been effective. It turns
out that practical testing on liquids that
occur in the processes is very valuable
Zg]g^\^llZkr

DEVELOPMENT OF FOAM CONCENTRATES

?hkZ[hnmÛo^r^Zklghp%A+DaZl[^^g
m^lmbg`Ünhkbg^&_k^^_hZf\hg\^gmkZm^lbg
its own practical way. No complicated
standard tests, but a small-scale practical
test. In the results from the past months,
p^l^^ma^\hg\^gmkZm^lh_ma^[b`[hrl
perform more and more comparable.
P^Zelhl^^maZmma^obl\hlbmrh_Ünhkbg^&
free foam concentrates is decreasing
which makes proportioning easier.
In terms of viscosity, we see several
foam concentrates that approach
ma^ li^\bÛ\Zmbhgl h_ ma^bk ÜnhkbgZm^]
counterparts.
However, in addition to an overall
increase in performance, we do see
that large and unexpected differences
are occurring when testing different
fuels with the same foam. Fuels in the
same category (i.e., water-soluble etc.)
perform on one fuel much better than
another fuel from the same category.
This is consistent with previous studies
hg ma^ i^k_hkfZg\^ h_ Ünhkbg^&_k^^
foam concentrates. These studies
\hgÛkfZ`k^ZmoZkb^mrbgi^k_hkfZg\^%
especially in relation to water-soluble
fuels. One of the tests carried out for a
client, illustrated these major differences

perfectly. Test cycles were performed
with both substances in pure form and
mixed in with a solvent as was the
\Zl^bgma^\eb^gmlikh]n\mbhgikh\^ll'
When performing an extinguishing test
pbmama^lZf^Ünhkbg^&_k^^\hg\^gmkZm^%
the pure product was extinguished
nicely, and the mixed product was
ghm Bm bl ma^k^_hk^ bfihkmZgm ghm hger
to have focus on end products when
transitioning, but also to keep an eye on
all intermediate products in the process.

with the possible exception for large
areas (possibly an exception is made
for an area of more than 500 m2).
The exception only applies when
foam concentrate is used (actual
extinguishing) and not to selling. If
this is the case, a stock that no longer
f^^ml ma^ li^\bÛ\Zmbhgl \Zg gh ehg`^k
be replaced? This creates continuity
issues that will practically lead to the
^q\^imbhgkne^[^bg`]b_Û\nemmhnl^ZlZ
serious alternative.

LACK OF GUIDELINES

The lack of clear frameworks leads
mh Z !i^kaZil ngcnlmbÛ^]" _^^ebg` h_
uncertainty, which makes parties
wait with a switch. There are now
organisations (especially companies)
that are waiting for a better framework,
which creates legal certainty. Far fewer
companies will enter the transition if
there is a chance that after the transition,
in which the PFAS-containing foam has
been replaced with all the associated
investments, cleaning still must be done.
It helps when this framework is clear at
the front end of the process, also will this
lead to an acceleration of the transition.
Regulating bodies should be aware that
lack of a watertight framework delays
k^Z\abg` h_ ma^ ÛgZe `hZe3 Z lpb_m Zg]
responsible transition away from PFAScontaining foams.

During the transition, it is important for
companies, but also for parts of the
government that use foam concentrate,
to have a clear view on the playing
Û^e]'Bgma^=nm\albmnZmbhg%ma^ieZrbg`
Û^e] bl ghm r^m \e^Zk hg Z _^p \kn\bZe
components. An example of this is the
extent to which installations need to be
cleaned out. Currently no legislation
exists in the Netherlands on this topic.
For new foam concentrates (as is for
all new products coming to market in
the EU), the REACH/POP regulation
is clear. From a certain moment (those
lines are also still under development)
no higher level than 25 ppb PFAS may
be present in products and mixtures of
products. For installations contaminated
with PFAS, there is no limit available
Zg]r^mgh\e^Zker]^Ûg^]h[eb`Zmbhgmh
clean the whole. If cleaning is carried
out, must the 25 ppb-limit be adhered
to, or do the stricter guidelines which
apply to soil and water need to be met?
In addition, there is still no clearly
]^Ûg^]lmZg]Zk]maZm^qieZbglahpma^
sampling of cleaned installations must
be carried out. After all, there can be
a difference between values that are
found when the sample is taken from
pZm^k maZm aZl [^^g Ühpbg` makhn`a
pipelines shortly or remained in place
a little longer. It may also make sense
to take a swap sample, but how should
this be done?
The same applies to the timeline that
will apply in a general sense to the
transition. How long can anyone
(producer, end user, etc.) count on
ma^ nl^ h_ ÜnhkbgZm^] ikh]n\ml8 Ma^
regulations are still under development.
The ending point is clear: at some point
all PFAS-containing foam will be banned
from production, storage, and use. But
the deadlines now provided are short
in relation to the work that needs to be
done.
Furthermore, parties also see problems

SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION
In the meantime, several parties have
successfully transitioned. These parties
have generally started with a few
small-scale practical tests to get a feel
for the possibilities and impossibilities
of the new foam concentrates. A list
of potential new foam concentrates
has been made that, after testing on
a larger scale, has been reduced to a
potential replacement. Subsequently,
this was scaled up to somewhat larger
tests in which was tested whether the
current equipment should be adapted
to certain foam concentrates. After
Ûg^&mngbg` ma^ lrlm^fl !bg\en]bg`
proportioning, expansion, etc.), several
realistic scenario tests were performed.
This involved deliberate quenching
with very small application rates and,
and for example, deliberately creating
a large fuel pickup to see whether the
foam was able to hold up well even in
unfavourable conditions.
In addition to valuable information
about the behaviour of the new foam
in realistic scenarios, the tests also
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provided many photos, videos and
insights that can later be used in training
and education programmes. After all,
one of the success factors for a successful
transition is mainly the ability of people
to make extinguishment effective.

PRACTICAL POINTS OF ATTENTION
We see new products appearing
in the market all the time. The data
sheets sometimes show special things.
Extremely long shelf life of the foam
concentrates (> 20 years) for example.
It also happens that foam concentrates
]h ghm r^m aZo^ Zee \^kmbÛ\Zm^l !FL=L
lmZmbg` ]h\nf^gml i^g]bg`"% [nm bg
the meantime the foam is being offered
mh iZkmb^l Zl \hfie^m^er \^kmbÛ^]' Bm
is also not always clear whether the
hkb`bgZe lmZg]Zk]l Zg] \^kmbÛ\Zmbhgl h_
the complete system are still being met
due to the necessary adjustments in the
installations. Or, without a thorough
test, it is assumed that the combination
of new foam concentrate and old
!likbgde^k"ghsse^lmbeeikhob]^lln_Û\b^gm
expansion. Foam manufacturers have
more and more data from their foam
concentrates about, for example, the
required application rate. It is not
always clear whether the transitioning
\hfiZgb^l ln_Û\b^gmer \a^\d ma^l^
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requirements against the design of the
old or new situation.
We observe a rapid increase in
companies that offer PFAS polluted
Ûk^ pZm^k mk^Zmf^gm' G^p f^mah]l
are rolled out that not have been
!l\b^gmbÛ\Zeer"ikho^g'=hma^l^l^kob\^
providers
guarantee
effectiveness,
are these services under some sort
of warranty, is removal of extremely
polluted waste included in the contract?
Many questions that need solid
answering before foam users should
enter into expensive agreements.
Many of the above-mentioned points
might not be malicious intents of
suppliers and manufacturers, but as
stakeholder within organizations one
must act very careful before making
regrettable decisions. On the spur of
the moment, now and then irresponsibly
shortcuts are taken. This leads to a lack
of thorough research and testing. We
also come across tunnel vision on foam
concentrates, and not paying attention
to scenarios, installations, status of ITM,
training of crew, etc. Unfortunately, this
leads to poorly carried out transitions.
And then quick and cheap suddenly
becomes an expensive experience.

FINALLY
A well-executed transition generally
leads to a higher level of safety than
before. As better performing foam
concentrates hit the market and
awareness to a careful process is more
common, big steps can be made in
safety levels. People have been actively
working on scenarios, installations,
and equipment in all phases of
transition projects. This leads to greater
knowledge about foam concentrates
and their uses. That momentum must be
passed on to the standing organizations
to structurally embed new processes
into education and training, but also
for inspection, maintenance and testing
in the organizations. In this way,
the transition becomes primarily an
hiihkmngbmrmhbfikho^ma^!Ûk^"lZ_^mr
lbmnZmbhg'BlgmmaZmpaZmp^ZeepZgm8
Ma^l^bgbmbZeÛg]bg`l\hgÛkfhnk^Zkeb^k
assumption that transitions are tailormade processes. We offer an elemental
step-by-step framework in our white
paper which can be downloaded from
our website free of charge. There you
\Zg Zelh Ûg] _nkma^k \hgmZ\m ]^mZbel bg
case of questions. H2K is always willing
to think along or offer guidance.

